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Progress in research on antibody production by isolated immunocytes is dependent 
to a large extent on the possibility of maintaining in vitro the viabili  W and the bio- 
logical activity of cells  during convenient periods and aJso of the ability  to obtain 
multiplication  of these cells  out of the organism. One group of techniques available 
for these purposes is the cultivation of organ fragments. Under these conditions the 
cells  are maintained  in their natural  environment, are able to survive,  and  even to 
grow. In addition, some technical developments  allow the  individual examination  of 
one cell or of one small group of cells  during  the survival or growth. The classical 
organ cultures are made on solid media, agar or plasma clot, for example, and do not 
allow the obtention of isolated organ cells.  The cutting of the fragments or the en- 
zymatic digestion are dangerous for the delicate cellular functions under study. On 
the contrary, with the "grid" methods  developed  from the work  of Trowell  (1)  by 
Jensen et al.  (2),  the fragments are just laid upon a paper disc and a  stainless steel 
grid. The free cells  then have the possibility to migrate around or to fall below the 
paper and it is easy to recover or to observe them through the bottom of the Petri 
dish on a  cover slip.  Several "crops" of cells are obtained as long as the culture sur- 
vives, since it is possible to recover the cells  without interrupting  the course of the 
culture by placing the culture system in another Petri dish where new cells will mi- 
grate down. The cells  obtained by this technique either will  remain free, floating in 
the medium, or will attach themselves to the glass on the cover slip. 
The purpose of the first part of this program was to establish a  reproducible 
experimental protocol for cultures of rabbit lymph nodes and spleen fragments 
during the secondary immunological response of this animal towards sheep red 
cells, to obtain migrating cells from these organs after various times of culture, 
and  to  study  their  immunological  activity.  The  general  techniques  will  be 
described here as well as the morphological evolution of the culture at several 
levels in the culture system and applications  to immunological problems. The 
first results obtained are described in the following article; Bussard and Hannoun 
(3). 
* This work has been supported by a grant No. 62 FR 085 A2 from the De'l~gation C~n~rale 
la Recherche Scienfifique. 
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Materials and Methods 
Culture T~hniqu~s.--Rabbits  were sacrificed  and  bled  on  the fourth day  following  the 
booster injection of sheep red cells in the foot pad. The popliteal lymph nodes and spleen 
were removed, cleaned of the fatty envelope, and cut using sharp surgical blades, into small 
cubic fragments (1 ram) in a few drops of Hanks' balanced salt solution. The fragments were 
then put in culture in a system described by Jensen et ai.  (2). A flat bottom (60 ram) Petri 
dish contains a square cover slip (22 mm) and a stainless steel grid platform (22 mm square, 
3 mm high) (Fig. 1). This platform was covered with a disc of tea bag paper (Bollord, Paris, 
100 MC, 14 g/m2) 30 mm in diameter. The elements of this system were sterilized by humid 
heat. The culture medium used was BME Eagle's medium prepared from stocks of vita- 
mins, amino adds, and giutamine concentrated a hundred times and kept frozen with Earle's 
solution as a base. The mediu wmas supplemented with 10% calf serum. The original Eagle's 
medium was modified by the use, as a buffering agent, of Tris(hydroxymethyl)amino  methane 
(Trls)  instead of sodium bicarbonate. This modification permitted the use of open culture 
vessels (Petri dishes) in a humid incubator without the necessity of CO2 gassing. The bicar- 
bonate was replaced by the following solution: Tris 15 g; HC1 concentration (d: 1.19) 5.8 ml; 
phenol red 0.02 g; Hanks' solution 100 ml, Ten milliliters of this solution were added to 1 liter 
of medium before serum adjunction. The final concentration of Tris in the medium was 0.025 ~s; 
the pH value of the medium after equilibration at 37°C was near 7.2. 
Four or five small tissue fragments were placed on each platform and medium was added 
until the surface of the fluid reached the level of the top of the platform: the paper was wetted 
by capillarity. It was important during this step not to let an air bubble form under the grid. 
The cultures were then incubated at 37°C at saturation of water vapor. They had to be refed 
after 4 or 7 days by a  medium change and they were checked by observation under an in- 
verted microscope to follow cell migration. The free floating cells were easily seen on the bot- 
tom of the dish or on the cover slip as well as the cells attached to these surfaces. Fibroblastic 
migration may be observed under low power magnification of the fragments on the top of the 
grid. 
Expression of Actlvi~y.--To check the immunological activity of the free or attached cells, 
the platforms were transferred to a new Petri dish and it was then possible  (a) to decant the 
culture fluid for the viable count and the activity test of the free cells, and  (b) to rinse the 
cover slip with fresh medium for the examination and the activity test on the cells attached 
to the glass.  This transfer could be done several times with the same grid culture, the time 
lapse being chosen according to the experimental schedule. The activity test; i.e., the local 
hemolysis in  gum  (LHG)  was performed according to the technique already  described (4) 
with modifications adapted to the culture method as described in the following article; Bus- 
sard and Hannoun  (3). 
Morphdogical Observation of Active Cdls.--Mter expression of their ability to synthesize 
hemolytic antibodies in the gum, the active ceils could be stained and observed. When the 
test was read, hemolysis plaques were selected where  .only one white cell was present and was 
clearly responsible for the plaque formation. These hemolysis plaques were marked on the 
external surface of the cover slip by a circle with India Ink. The cover slip was then detached 
after removing of the vaseline seal and the gum was dissolved by several careful washings in 
medium. (All traces of gum must be eliminated without detaching the cells.) After draining, 
the cells were fixed and stained with May-Griinwaid-Giemsa. After a short tinsing in acetone 
and dehydration in xylene, the cover slips were mounted on glass slides.  It was essential to 
avoid removing of the ink marks during all these processes; the active cells were finally found 
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EXPEP  ~[F.NTAL  RESULTS 
In Vitro Evolution  of Free Cells Obtained from Stimulated  Lymph Nodes and 
Spleen.--When  cells  are extracted from rabbit  lymph nodes or spleen,  their 
evolution is dependent, to a large extent, on the technique used for extraction. 
When cells  are obtained by cutting with scissors,  teasing of the tissue, and 
expression of the fragments by pressing the fragments on a grid or a glass sur- 
face, although the number of ceils obtained is large, their chances of survival 
for more than a few days are generally poor. When the pieces are prepared in 
one operation by cutting with surgical knife blades and the cells extracted by 
gentle agitation or pipetting, the results are generally better. It seems that these 
cells,  consisting of 90% of lymphocytes, are fairly sensitive to the trauma of 
extraction. However, an experiment was designed to test the effect of repeated 
pipetting of a suspension of free ceils obtained from lymph nodes and showed 
that the viable counts and the relative activity in the LHG test were not 
affected by 10 successive pipettings (Table I). Other steps of the extraction 
procedure have to be implicated to explain the traumatic effect of extraction. 
Whatever the precautions during this operation, cells i~ suspension cannot be 
used for long term experiments. 
When such suspensions are cultivated in Petri dishes they undergo a morpho- 
logical change during the first day after the beginning of the experiment. Most 
of them become denser, they accept stains very strongly, the cytoplasm and 
the nucleus gradually shrink, and they seem to have lost viability. The cells 
remaining free in the culture fluid will soon start a definite degeneration process 
and will appear, after a few days, as "free nuclei" or cells debris. The viable 
counts show dearly that the live cell proportion decreases very quickly. How- 
ever, if cover slips are present on the bottom of the Petri dishes and are fixed 
and stained after quick rinsing, it can be observed early that a number of ceils 
are attached to the glass. They have at first the same appearance as the free 
cells, but from the second day, some of them show as "pearlike" or "droplike" 
shapes. They are still dearly recognizable as lymphocytes by their thin cyto- 
plasm and heavy nucleus, but present a cytoplasmic extension. This appearance 
is probably the result of the beginning of a spreading process of the cell on the 
glass. After a  few days, larger cells,  with a  larger protoplasm and a  dearer 
nucleus with one or two nucleoli are present in the same proportion on sister 
cover slips. This observation suggests that some of the cells of the original sus- 
pension are able to attach to the glass and to evolve towards a different cellular 
type,  analogous  to  or  identical with the  "blast"  cells  described  by several 
authors (S, 6). In our cultures described up to now, it must be emphasized that 
this evolution is not very frequent, the ratio of evolving ceils to the total num- 
ber of cells in the original suspension being very small. Therefore, these experi- 
mental conditions do not seem to be quite satisfactory for a study of survival, 1038  ANTIBODY  PRODUCTION.  I 
evolution, or transformation and immunological activity of lymph nodes ceils. 
Furthermore, mitoses are not seen in such cultures although observation of 
"blast" cells  distributed in loci suggested that  the  cell division could have 
occurred. In addition, another type of cell is sometimes observed after five 
days, showing a very large polygonal cytoplasm, with a small ovoid nucleus, a 
clear chromatin net, and several nucleoli. They often appear in small colonies 
and may represent descendants of the connective tissue of the organ. 
In the culture of spleen fragments, observations are made difficult in the 
first days because of the abundance of red ceils. These cells fall from the frag- 
ments in the vessels and capillaries of which they are numerous; then degenerate 
shortly after having been agglutinated in the medium. The presence of these 
degenerating red cells frequently jeopardizes the cultures if medium changes 
TABLE  I 
Effea  of Repeated Pipelting  on  Viable Counts and  Immunological  Activity  of Lymph Node 
Cell Suspension 
Viable counts (Trypan blue test), % ....................... 







tion and culture 
65 
405 
are not made during the first days. At the same time, the proportion of the 
viable  white  cells,  easily  differentiated from  the  erythrocytes, rapidly  de- 
creases. After 24 hr, the viable cells represent 10 to 20 % of the total count and, 
after 48 hr, practically no viable cells  are found: this refers only to the free 
floating cells. The viability of the cells attached to the glass is not tested by this 
procedure but, when stained they seem to be quite healthy: in fact, the attach- 
ment itself is a good criterion of viability since it is an active process, as shown 
by the fact that dead cells  do not remain attached to glass. However,  the 
number of attached cells is small with respect to the number of free cells. 
In conclusion, it is clear that the cells in these experiments, mainly lympho- 
cytes extracted from lymphopoietic organs and cultivated in Petri dishes, have 
only a limited chance of survival except for the very small fraction which, after 
attachment  to  glass,  seems  to  enter  an  evolution  cycle  without  apparent 
external stimulation. This evolution shows the morphological aspects described 
as  "blastoid," i.e.  towards cellular type characterized by a  larger diameter, 
with a large basophilic cytoplasm and a larger nucleus with clear homogenous 
chromatin and one or several nucleoli. 
Evolution  of  the  Cultures  of  Fragments  of  Stimulated  Lymph  Nodes  and 
Spleen.--In the experimental conditions described for the organ cultures under CLAUDE  HANNOUN  AND  ALAIN  E.  BUSSARD  1039 
Material and Methods, migration, growth, and survival are obtained simul- 
taneously but independently at several levels; i.e., in and around the fragments 
on the paper, in the fluid, and on the bottom of the Petri dish. 
Evolution of the explar~ed fragments: The fragments are planted on the paper 
which, by capillary attraction, brings to the tissue the liquid medium containing 
the elements of growth. The larger part of the fragment is out of the fluid and 
the gaseous exchanges are quite satisfactory. 
The e~amlnation of sections of cultivated fragments of different ages shows 
an excellent conservation of the general anatomical structure during the  first 
days. Starting from the 4th day, the cellular density is seen to decrease since 
many cells have migrated or fallen (Fig. 2). This process continues slowly and, 
when it is possible to keep the culture for 30 to 40 days, which is relatively easy, 
the sections will still show a  clearly recognizable  fragment with,  however, a 
loose structure of the connective tissue and sometimes a central zone of necro- 
sis. The main change is, then, that many highly differentiated and specialized 
cells have migrated out. In these long term cultures, the better parts are al- 
ways the surface of the fragments and the cellular layers in contact with the 
paper. 
Evolution around  the fragment on and in the paper:  The migration of a fibro- 
blastic population of cells is constant around the fragments after 4 or 5 days. 
These cells migrate from the connective tissue and from the vessel walls, then 
spread along the paper fbers where they grow actively (Fig. 3).  Mitoses are 
frequently observed in cells held in the fiber network. On stained preparations 
of pieces of paper, the cells are seen with their characteristic elongated shape 
and an ovoid clear nucleus with one or several nucleoli (Fig. 5). This part of the 
culture sometimes grows intensively and becomes apparent as a white halo when 
observing the fragment. 
Evolution of the culture on the bottom of the Petri dish:  During the migration, 
and probably when mitoses occur, some fibroblasts fall through the paper fibers 
and attach rapidly to the glass surface. These ceils  sometimes overgrow the 
other cellular types, as has been used for the establishment of diploid fibro- 
blastic strains ("culture of human diploid cells"); but this was not frequently 
observed in our experiments with adult rabbit lymph nodes and spleen cultures. 
Other cellular types also fall through the paper and are of more interest for our 
experiments: they are spontaneously detached from the tissue either by their 
own movement or by physical forces. The abundant erythrocytes present in the 
capillaries fall from the edges of the cubes of tissue, but this is an early phenom- 
enon  and  the  red  ceils  are  easily eliminated by medium changes to obtain 
"clean" cultures. 
The most interesting cells appearing in a second phase are the constituents 
of the lymphocyte family. Starting from the first hours of cultivation and then 
continuously for many days, mature or immature lymphocytes are shed by the 1040  ANTIBODY  PRODUCTION.  I 
fragments and fall in the medium where they generally settle on the cover slip 
below the platform. Taking care not to disturb the medium it is always easy to 
see them during the first days as a white opalescent disc just below the place 
where the fragment is located on the platform (Fig. 4). A large part of these 
cells remains unattached, if the dish is agitated, they scatter, but some of them 
remain fixed on the cover slip. When cover slips at this stage are washed, fixed, 
and stained, they show cell colonies with several cellular types. Mitoses are not 
often seen at the beghnning. 
It is in fact difficult to find the chronological arrangement  of the various 
aspects of the cells observed since in this type of culture, new cells are con- 
tinuously falling from the "ceiling" on the already fixed elements. This is easily 
shown by transfer of the grid to a new Petri dish: in a few hours, ceils are seen 
below the platform on the new cover slip. This was used to estimate the number 
of cells falling in a  given time and also  to obtain preparations with  a  small 
number of cells on the cover slip (3). Although it is relatively difficult to dis- 
tinguish all the steps of the morphologic evolution, it is possible to find in these 
systems all the steps already observed and described in cultures of free cells. It 
is clear that the lymphocytes falling from the fragments can either remain free 
and eventually degenerate or attach to the glass  (Figs.  6  and 7).  Under the 
present conditions few dead or degenerating cells are seen, although it is diffi- 
cult to estimate the percentage of viable cells.  It is obvious from the examina- 
tion of the culture that the cells obtained by this spontaneous migration are 
much less fragile and more able to attach to glass than the cells of suspensions. 
With  the organ fragment culture on grids the tissue has been subjected to a 
minimum of processing since it implies only a knife cutting. The ceils can leave 
the tissue by their own movement and this natural and spontaneous detach- 
ment is possibly the cause of their ultimate behavior. The result is such that, of 
the cells entering in culture, the percentage of the attached ones is higher than 
found in "extracted" cell cultures. In the organ cultures, after the first days, a 
few typical lymphocytes only are found: most of them are attached and trans- 
formed rapidly, like some of the cells of the suspension cultures, in blastoid type 
cells (Figs. 8 and 9). 
After some days in culture,  the cover slips  are covered by these different 
cellular types: large epithelial cells, fibroblasts, and blastoid cells. When medium 
changes are made regularly, the cultures do not contain much cells debris. 
Identification  and  observation of the immunocytes: The rabbits used were in 
secondary immunological response and the purpose of the experiments was to 
study the production of hemolytic antibodies by the LHG technique designed 
by Ingraham and Bussard (4). In the original technique, the cells were incorpo- 
rated into the gum containing the sheep red cells and antibody production was 
demonstrated by the formation of lysis plaques around the active cells.  In the 
experiments  reported  here,  the  activity  of  cells  attached  to  the  glass  was CLAUDE  HAI~I~OUN  AND  ALA.IN  E.  BUSSAKD  1041 
examined by using the cover slips upon which the cells had migrated. These 
cover slips, after various periods below the platform, were carefully washed in 
culture medium to remove free cells and after draining, laid on one drop of red 
cells-containing gum. The quahtative and quantitative results of these experi- 
ments are described in the following article, but, from a morphological point of 
view, it is obvious that observation of the antibody-producing cells is easier 
when they are spread on the face of a cover slip than when they are suspended 
in a layer of gum. It is then much simpler to localize plaques containing only 
one white cell and to observe this cell during antibody production even if this 
observation in vivo does not allow an exact cytological identification of the cell. 
The next step is the marking of the cells responsible for the plaque formation. 
They have to be alone at the center of the plaque and this is easily accom- 
plished if the preparation does not contain too many cells. The cells marked 
with an India ink circle are located after staining and identified by means of 
their shape  and  relative position on the coverslip.  The principal  difficulties 
during these manipulations are (a) choice of the convenient preparation, which 
must not contain too many cells, (b) marking of thecell which must be unequiv- 
ocal, accurate, and persistent,  (c) washing off of the gum and staining of the 
cells without detaching them, (d) finding the cells after staining. Of course, if 
one of these conditions is not fulfilled, the identification of the plaque-forming 
cells is not possible.  In this experimental series, we succeeded in identifying 13 
of the 31 plaques investigated. In these 13 cases,  the cells were chosen, after 
hemolysis, in the center of a lysis plaque and were considered responsible for 
the formation of this plaque. 
It was interesting to find that these cells show several different morphological 
patterns which can be classified in three main groups. 
Three of the active cells showed a relatively large cytoplasm with a regular 
ovoid shape, containing small vacuoles. Their nuclei were eccentric, small in 
proportion to the cell size Q~ of the cell diameter). They were round and clear 
with a delicate chromatin network and 1 or 2 nudeoli. These cells were probably 
plasma cells slightly modified by their permanent attachment to glass (Figs. 12 
and 13). 
Six others were large reticular ceils with a  well spread cytoplasm, showing 
polygonal (triangle or diamond shape) limits and sharp extensions which made 
them resemble histiocytes. The ovoid nucleus was small and clear and con- 
tained one or two nudeoli (Figs. 14 and 13). 
Two cells were similar but their protoplasm contained fragments apparently 
phagocytized: in one case, these fragments were clearly red cells debris. These 
cells can therefore be considered as macrophages. 
Finally, the two last plaques had, at their center, a binucleated ceil, or two 
closely associated cells. Thee cells were of one or other of the preceding types 
with large cytoplasm, small vacuoles, and dear nuclei. It is not possible to 1042  ANTIBODY  PRODUCTION.  I 
decide whether they represent two integrated cells, if the two cells are independ- 
ent or, if one is inside the other. Their aspect is different of ceils observed on 
the cover slips where a reticular cell contains an apparently healthy lymphocyte 
in its protoplasm: the two nuclei, in these latter cells, were definitely different in 
structure (Figs. 10 and 11). 
DISCUSSION 
The animals used in these experiments had recently been stimulated and were 
in the course of an active secondary immune response. The experiments there- 
fore describe the properties of stimulated organs and ceils put in culture. This 
does not necessarily reflect the behavior  of normal cells.  Even under  these 
conditions, it was not possible to keep the free cells in culture for long periods 
of time after extraction from the lymph nodes and spleen: the number of viable 
ceils decreases rapidly and the cells are seen to degenerate. Some cells escape 
this degeneration when they attach to glass and are transformed into blastoid 
elements. 
In organ culture by the "grid technique," it is possible to obtain a  system 
in which the cells are  set free slowly but continuously from the suspended 
fragments; for each ceil, morphological evolution can start from the moment of 
liberation.  Some of them degenerate,  some others stick to glass  and evolve 
towards transformation to blast ceils. It is important to note that under these 
conditions of culture, the proportion of ceils  which is fixed is high compared 
with that observed in cultures of cell suspensions. In the latter case, the free 
floating cells are very numerous in regard to the attached cells (approximately 
100:1); on the contrary, in the grid cultures after a few days, the number of free 
cells  is  not higher  than the number  of attached cells  (probably  1:1).  This 
occurs during the equilibrated phase of the culture, between the trauma of the 
culturing process and the ultimate phase of decay. 
Several factors could explain this difference in the fate of the cells put in 
culture. Firstly, the extracted ceils were separated artificially from the tissue, 
and mechanical pressures can  affect them;  the ceils  coming from the  organ 
cultures did not suffer the same treatment. The trauma is particularly severe 
during the cutting and teasing of the tissue and during the expression of the 
cells. On the contrary, it was possible to check that repeated pipetting of the 
cell  suspensions did not reduce  the viability of the cells.  Secondly, the cells 
which migrate spontaneously are in a certain stage of their evolution particu- 
larly favorable for this migration: the cells migrate when they are mature for 
their ultimate functions, but if cells are artificially extracted, the population is 
not homogeneous and most of the cells are not competent for the next step, for 
example fixation on a  physical support and/or blastoid evolution. This phe- 
nomenon could occur in vivo,  but long term  cultivation may help  the  dif- 
ferentiation of cell types able to migrate and stick to glass. Thirdly, the better CLAUDE  HANNOUN  AND  ALAIN  E.  BUSSAP~D  1043 
survival can also be explained by the fact that, in this type of culture, the re- 
maining explants may continue to function as a feeder for the cells which have 
migrated from it.  Finally, the organ cultures as shown by Jensen et ah  (2), 
unlike the standard methods of culture, permit the maintenance for relatively 
long periods of all or most all of the cell types present in the tissue: if mutual 
relationships, are  necessary  between  cells  of  different specialization for  the 
survival  and  transformation of  certain  cellular lines,  the  conditions in  our 
system of culture are then certainly much better. 
The cell development observed in these experiments is spontaneous in the 
sense that no "transforming or stimulating" agent has been introduced in the 
medium. But, it must be stressed that the animals were in an active stage of 
secondary immune response or, in the case of lymph nodes, of local immune 
response. The phenomenon is then the continuation in vitro of a  process ini- 
tiated in vivo. In addition, the medium used contained 10 % calf serum which 
could play the role of foreign substance. 
When observing the cover slips, several cellular types are seen; in some cases, 
they are difficult to identify since a continuous evolution is involved and transi- 
tional forms are encountered. In addition, some difficulties are sometimes met 
as far as semantic problems are concerned since the description of the cells must 
be concluded by the name given to it by the experimenter, and these names do 
not always meet general  agreement.  The first cells  to be  observed in large 
numbers in the cultures are the mature or immature typical lymphocytes and 
eventually plasma  cells,  identical  with  their  circulating  equivalents.  They 
generally remain free in the medium. Their number decreases after the first 
medium change and on transfer of the grid to a new Petri dish. The liberation 
of free cells from the fragments slows down when the culture is kept for a long 
term. Cells morphologicany similar to the lymphocytes are also observed: they 
look like large or medium lymphocytes but the protoplasm is extended on one 
side and they seem to be an intermediate form in the evolution of lymphocytes 
towards larger cells, they show spreading of the basophilic cytoplasm, with a 
clearer nucleus, and they become abundant, isolated or in small size loci, from 
the 3rd or the 4th day, like the blast cells in the classical "PHA stimulated" 
systems (5). This term of "blast cell" must be discussed in relation to the known 
or  suspected  evolution of  the  lymphoid cells.  The  hematologists generally 
describe the early evolution of lymphoid cells as going from primitive cells, the 
lymphoblasts, to the prolymphocytes and the typical lymphocytes. The suffixe 
"blast," which means primitive is then logical. But, in the terms used recently 
by immunologists, another type of blast cells  (or primitive cells) is described. 
It occurs after the typical lymphocyte during its evolution towards immuno- 
cyte (probably plasma cell). This could confuse the terminology and we suggest 
to call this second class of primitive cells "immunoblasts" since they are only 
primitive in respect  to immunocytes and not to lymphocytes. On the cover 1044  ANTIBODY  PRODUCTION.  I 
slips, reticular cells are also observed and it is not possible to state whether they 
come from the connective tissue of the organ rather than from evolution of the 
lymphoid lines. Intermediate forms are however frequently seen between blast 
cells and reticular cells, but this cannot be considered as providing evidence for 
such a relationship. Some of these cells are macrophages since they contain small 
or large amounts of digested cellular debris including clearly recognizable red 
cells or even lymphocytes. Finally fibroblasts are also present on the prepara- 
tions and they often grow and divide actively. 
The examination of the morphology of cells which have been recognized by 
the LHG technique to be producers of hemolytic antibodies clearly shows that 
this biological function is not a  specific  property of a  unique cellular type. 
Indeed, plasma cell type cells have been identified although slightly modified 
by their attachment to glass.  These cells  can be considered as derived from 
lymphocytes through the stage of "immunoblast," as was suspected in all our 
cultures, even in the absence of PHA stimulus; as shown recently by several 
authors, this stimulus is not absolutely necessary, Sabesin (7); Knight et al. (8). 
But another cell type has been also recognized as antibody producer: in several 
cases, reticularlike or even macrophagelike cells were found alone in the center 
of lysis plaques and these cells do not differ essentially from the former except in 
size and external shape of cytoplasm. However in this case it is not possible to 
make any conclusion about their origin, for example, to state that they arise 
from the same blastoid evolution although the pure histiocytes are infrequent 
in the cultures. Finally, several binucleated cells were also found and identified 
as the antibody producers in large plaques. These cells were present in several 
cultures and axe analogous to the cells described by Ioachim (9) under the name 
of immature plasmoblasts. The presence of binucleated cells can be interpreted 
as reflecting the high replication potential of these cells. 
The morphological patterns  of all these active cells  are  quite different. If 
their common immunological activity is considered as evidence of their common 
origin, then several of the conclusions or speculations made by Robbins (5) are 
confirmed: firstly, the possibility of evolution of lymphocytes to blast ceils or 
plasmoblasts (considered as established by Robbins and several other authors) 
and secondly, the possibility of evolution from blast cells  to plasma cells  or 
macrophages. The immunological expression of activity, i.e. antibody produc- 
tion, would appear to occur after the immunoblast stage, as soon as ceils with 
a larger cytoplasm would be present. 
SUMMARY 
An organ culture technique was used to investigate the migration and the 
morphological  evolution  of  lymphocytes from  lymphopoietic  tissues.  This 
evolution was compared with the behavior of cells extracted from the tissue 
and kept in nutritive medium in vitro. It was found that cells were continuously CLAUDE  HANNOUN  AND  ALAIN  E.  BUSSARD  1045 
migrating from the fragments of lymph nodes or spleen, and were attaching to 
the glass.  They spread on glass,  their protoplasm enlarged and their nucleus 
became clearer. The evolution towards blastoid cells was identical with that 
described under artificial stimulation by PHA for example. Cytological identi- 
fication of the cells actively engaged in antibody synthesis (as detected by local 
hemolysis in gum) at the time of staining, showed that several distinct cellular 
types were active, including plasma cells and macrophagelike cells. It is assumed 
that the stimulated lymphocytes, after spontaneous migration from the tissue 
are  able  to evolve into  an  "immunoblast"  stage  and  then,  eventually after 
fixation upon a physical support, to initiate antibody synthesis. 
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FIG.  1.  System of culture: Petri dish,  cover slip,  grid, paper disc. 
FIG. 2.  Spleen fragment culture after 10 days in vitro, hematoxylin-eosin  ×  135. 
FIG. 3.  Spleen culture: fragment and migration into the paper fibers,  hematoxylin- 
eosin  X  30. 
FIG. 4.  Ceils  fallen under a  lymph node culture, May-Grtinwald-Giemsa  ×  30. 
FIG. 5.  Cells migrating from a spleen fragment on the paper fibers,  hematoxylin- 
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Evolution of lymph node cells on the cover slips under the grid. May-Griinwald- 
Giemsa,  X  1000. 
FIGS. 6 and  7.  3  days in culture. First stage  of  attachment and enlargement of 
]ymphocytes. 
FIc. 8.  3 days in culture. Blastic evolution, several normal lymphocytes are still 
recognizable, one is degenerating. 
FIG. 9.  6 days in culture. Blastic evolution, many dead  lymphocytes are present, 
often fixed on larger cells. 
FIGs.  10  and  11.  3 days in culture. Transformed cells containing one or  several 
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FIGS.  12  to  15.  Cells  identified as  antibody  producers  from  lymph node  frag- 
ment cultures. Staining on the cover slip  after hemolytic activity expression  in gum 
May-Grfinwald-Giemsa, ×  1000. THE JOURNAL  OF EXPERIMENTAL  MEDICINE  VOL. 123  PLATE  105 
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